Dulcis ave penitentis
GB-Cgc 240/126, p.9

Source and Contents

Pages with notation are all together in first quire, following contents list of volume. They are pp.4-9, plus 12-13 (though the text on this second grouping of pages is another hand and notator). The text-hand and notator on pp.3-9 may be the same throughout, or at least several contemporaries; a different (but possibly contemporary) text-hand appears on the foot of 9 and 11, and the notation and text on 12-13 is by someone quite different, probably later, using a new layout.

Notation

Four staves, with versicles aligned to right and double underlay. No blank staves below, but rest of page filled with two unnotated texts (James lists one, but the scribal hand changes on the fifth line at Gaude dei genitrix).

Virgæ for single notes, only two punctum (square).

Porrectus, clivis, cephalicus (alone), torculus, pes, traditional climacus and 'extended clivis' type.
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